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Abstract Competing risks data with missing cause of failure are analyzed under the
accelerated failure time model which is a popular semiparametric linear model in
survival analysis. The missing mechanism is assumed to be missing at random. The
inverse probability weighted and double robust techniques are used to modify the
rank-based estimating functions for competing risks data with complete observations
on cause of failure. Proper optimization technique is utilized to obtain the desired
estimators. The proposed algorithm overcomes the difficulty in solving the rank estimating equations with discontinuous estimating functions. The asymptotic properties
of the proposed estimators are established. To implement the related inferences, a nonparametric bootstrap approach as well as a score test is developed. Simulation studies
are carried out to assess the finite sample performance of the proposed method and
validate the theoretical findings. The new estimating procedure is illustrated with the
data from a bone marrow transplant study.
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1 Introduction
In survival analysis, individuals may fail from several different causes; such phenomena are referred to as competing risks. Suppose that every individual possesses
a potential failure time for each competing risk, while the research interest lies only
on one of them. People usually only observe the minimal failure time as well as
the failure type. Also, in most cases the minimal failure times may subject to right
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